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Accelerated codebook searching in a SOM-based Vector Quantizer Arijit Laha, Member, IEEE, Bhabatosh Chanda and Nikhil R. Pal, Fellow, IEEE Abstract— Kohonen’s SOM algorithm has been used successfully by some researchers for designing codebooks. However, while performing an exhaustive search in a large codebook with high dimensional vectors, the encoder faces a significant computational barrier. Due to its topology preservation property, SOM holds a good promise of being utilized for fast codebook searching. In this paper we develop a method for fast codebook searching by exploiting the topology preservation property of SOM. This method performs non-exhaustive search of the codebook to find a good match for a input vector. The method is a general one that can be applied to various signal domains. In the present paper its efficacy is demonstrated with spatial vector quantization of gray-scale images.



I. I NTRODUCTION Kohonen’s Self-Organizing Map (SOM) [1] is a competitive learning neural network with very good clustering capability and consequently has attracted attention of the researchers in the field of vector quantization [3], [4], [5], [6]. SOM is easy to implement and has found numerous applications. A discussion of general features of SOM algorithm can give us enough motivation in using it for designing vector quantizers. SOM uses a two-layer network. The input layer has the same number of nodes as that of the dimension of input data. The second layer is a competitive layer typically arranged on a rectangular lattice. The layers are completely connected. Thus each node in the competitive layer has a weight vector associated with it. On presentation of an input vector, the competitive layer finds the winner node and weight vectors associated with the winner and its neighbors (on the lattice) are updated ‘on the fly’. Due to incorporation of neighborhood update (opposed to the “winner only” update in pure competitive learning) in the training stage SOM networks exhibit the interesting properties of topology preservation and density matching [1]. The former means that the vectors near-by in the input space are mapped to the same node or nodes near-by in the output space. The density matching property refers to the fact that after training, the distribution of the weight vectors associated with the nodes is proportional to some function of the the distribution of the training vectors in the input space. Thus more codevectors are placed in the regions with high density of training vectors. In other clustering algorithms, a dense and well separated cluster is usually represented by a single cluster center. Though it is very good if such clusters are subsequently used for pattern classification task, in case of vector quantization, where the aim is to reduce the reproduction error, this may Arijit Laha is with Institute for Development and Research in Banking Technology, Castle Hills, Hyderabad 500 057, India (email: [email protected]). Bhabatosh Chanda and Nikhil R. Pal are with Electronics & Communication Sciences Unit, Indian Statistical Institute, 203 B. T. Road Calcutta 700 108, India (email: {chanda, nikhil}@isical.ac.in
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not be that good. The total reproduction error of a VQ is the sum of granular error and overload error [2]. The granular error is the component of the quantization error due to the granular nature of the quantizer for an input that lies within a bounded cell. Due to the density matching property, the SOM places several prototypes in a densely populated region and thus makes the quantization cells small in such area. This leads to the reduction in the granular error component resulting in preservation of finer details. This is a highly desirable property in VQ. The overload error component of quantization error arises when the input lies in any unbounded cell representing data at the boundary of training sample distribution. Since the distribution of the codewords replicate the distribution of the training data, the overload error is also low when the distribution of the test data is well represented by that of the training data. In [7] Chang and Gray introduced an on-line technique for VQ design using stochastic gradient algorithm which can be considered a special case of the SOM algorithm and it is shown to perform slightly better than GLA. Nasrabadi and Feng [3] also used SOM for VQ design and demonstrated performance better than or similar to GLA. Yair et al. [4] used a combination of SOM and stochastic relaxation and obtained consistently better performance than GLA. Amerijckx et al. [5] used SOM algorithm to design a VQ for the coefficients of discrete cosine transform of the image blocks. The output of VQ encoder is further compressed using entropy coding. They reported performance equivalent to or better than standard JPEG algorithm. In [6] SOMs are used for designing VQ and a novel surface-fitting method for refining the codebook is introduced to achieve better psychovisual quality of the reproduced image. Apart from finding good codevectors, the VQ performance depends crucially on the size of the codebook and the dimension of the vectors. Increasing the codebook size, the input space can be represented to a finer degree. Further, the VQ works by directly exploiting the inter-block statistical redundancies, i.e., the redundancies between pixels being in same block. Therefore, a larger block enables the quantizer to exploit the statistical redundancy existing in the data to a greater degree [2]. However, using large number of codevectors and high dimensional vectors introduces a serious performance bottleneck on the part of the encoder. Given any vector to be encoded the encoder has to search the codebook for the best matching codevector. Thus to make full search of a large codebook with high dimensional vectors, the encoder incurs large computational overhead. To circumvent this difficulty many techniques have been developed. These techniques apply various constraints on the structure of the codebook and use suitably altered encoding algorithm. These
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techniques can be divided into two major categories. The memoryless VQs perform encoding/decoding of each vector independently. Well known examples in this category include tree-Structured VQ (TSVQ), classified VQ, shape-gain VQ, multistage VQ, hierarchical VQ etc. Methods in the other category depend on the past information (thus having memory) for their operations. Prominent members include predictive VQ, recursive or feedback VQ, finite state VQ (FSVQ) etc. Comprehensive reviews of these methods can be found in [2], [8], [9]. All these techniques are aimed at reducing the codebook search complexity without a significant loss in reproduction quality. Among some of the recent works, in [10] Lai and Liaw developed a fast codebook searching algorithm based on projection and triangular inequality that uses the features of vectors to reject impossible codes. In [11] a method for designing predictive vector quantizer using deterministic annealing is proposed. An approach to design an optimal FSVQ is proposed in [12]. A novel method of designing TSVQ can be found in [13]. If SOM is used to generate the VQ codebook, the training algorithm implicitly introduces some constraints resulting in the topology preservation property. In this paper we develop a method for exploiting the property of SOM to perform fast and non-exhaustive search of the codebook. A SOM with 2-dimensional lattice is trained with training images. The weight vectors corresponding to the network nodes are used as the codevectors. Thus a code index can be expressed by a pair of (x, y) co-ordinates of the corresponding node on the lattice. For the image data, due to the topology preservation property of SOM, given the index of an already encoded vector, the index corresponding to a vector representing a neighboring block is likely to be found among the codevectors nearby on the SOM lattice. Thus a search restricted to the lattice neighborhood is likely to unearth a good match. The proposed method is designed to exploit this very possibility. Though in this paper we design spatial vector quantizer (SVQ) for image data to demonstrate the power of the proposed methods, they are applicable to vector quantization of any kind of signals. These methods also offer a scope for efficient Huffman coding of the index values. In Section II we outline the codebook design scheme, Section III covers the encoding method in detail and we report the experimental results in Section IV. In this paper we use peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) as the performance measure of the VQ. Here we work with 256-level gray value images only. II. C ODEBOOK D ESIGN The codebook is designed by training a two-dimensional SOM with a set of training vectors extracted from a set of training images. After training, the weight vectors corresponding to the nodes of SOM are used as codevectors. Their indexes are expressed by a 2-tuple (x, y) corresponding to the position of the node in the SOM lattice. Next two subsections contain the procedure of preparing the image vectors and a brief description of the SOM algorithm respectively.



A. Preparing the Image Vectors To produce the feature vectors an h × w image is divided into p×q blocks. The pixel values in the p×q image block are presented in row-major fashion to form the feature vector x. Thus, each block is represented by a vector x ∈ Rk , where k = pq and each component xi of x represents the value of (lexicographically ordered) i-th pixel in the block. We convert each vector x to a mean-removed or residual vector ¯1 where x ¯ = k1 Σki=1 xi is the average x such that x = x − x pixel value of the block and 1 is a k-dimensional vector with all elements equal to 1. We use the residual vectors to train the SOM as well as for encoding of the images. The averages are separately transmitted to the decoder and added to the reproduced vectors such that the reconstructed vector ˆ = yj + x x ¯1, where yj is the codevector or reproduction vector corresponding to x. This conversion essentially has the effect of reducing the dimension of the input space by one, i.e., from k to k − 1 and thereby reducing greatly the potential number of clusters. B. Kohonen’s SOM algorithm SOM is formed of neurons located on a regular (usually)1D or 2D grid. Thus each neuron is identified with an index corresponding to its position in the grid (the viewing plane). Each neuron i is represented by a weight vector wi ∈ p where p is the dimensionality of the input space. In t-th training step, a data point x is presented to the network. The winner node with index r is selected as r = arg min{x − wi,t−1 }    i



and wr,t−1 and the other weight vectors associated with cells in the spatial neighborhood Nt (r) are updated using the rule: wi,t = wi,t−1 + α(t)hri (t)(x − wi,t−1 ), where α(t) is the learning rate and hri (t) is the neighborhood kernel (usually Gaussian). The learning rate and the radius of the neighborhood kernel decreases with time. During the iterative training the SOM behaves like a flexible net that folds onto the “cloud” formed by the input data. III. T HE E NCODER Encoding a vector involves searching the codebook to identify the code index corresponding to a codevector having sufficiently good (preferably best) similarity with the input vector. This is followed by a lossless Huffman coding of the index value. Since we are using mean-removed vectors, the mean value is also needed to be transmitted for reconstruction. So the mean value is also Huffman coded. A. Searching the Codebook The proposed method is fashioned after Finite State Vector Quantizers (FSVQ)[2]. FSVQs belong to a more general class of VQs known as recursive or feedback vector quantizers. Given an input sequence of vectors xn , n = 1, 2, · · · , the encoder produces both a set of code indexes un = 1, 2, · · · ,
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and a sequence of states Sn = 1, 2, · · · , which determines the behavior of the encoder. A FSVQ is characterized by a finite set of K states S = {1, 2, · · · , K} and state transition function f (u, s). Given the current state s and last code index u, when presented with the next vector x of the input sequence, the FSVQ enters a new state determined by the state transition function f (u, s). Associated with each state s is a smaller codebook Cs , known as state codebook for state s. The search for the codevector for the new vector x is now restricted to Cs , which is much smaller than the full codebook, also known as super codebook, C = s∈S Cs . Obviously, the major challenge in designing a FSVQ involves the design of the state transition function and finding the codebooks corresponding to each state. One of the simplest and popular technique for finding a next-state function is called conditional histogram design [2]. This approach is based on the observation that each codeword is followed almost invariably by one of a very small subset of the available codevectors. This happens due to existence of high degree of correlation between successive vectors in an input sequence. Thus, the performance of the VQ should not degrade much if these small subsets form the state codebooks. So, the training sequence is used to determine the conditional probability p(j | i) of generating the j-the codevector following the generation of i-th codevector. The state codebook for state i of size Ni consists of the Ni codevectors yj with highest values of p(j | i). However, with this design, especially for data outside the training sequence, the optimal codevector may lie outside the state codebook. Thus often a threshold of matching is used. If no codevector with match exceeding the threshold is found in the state codebook, the system is said to ‘derail’ [12]. In such a situation usually an exhaustive search over the super codebook is performed for re-initializing the search process. While using SOM for generation of the codebook, one can associate with each of the codevectors a tuple describing the position of the corresponding node in the SOM lattice. Further, due to topology preservation property of SOM the nodes nearby on the lattice plane encode vectors with higher similarity than the nodes which are located far away on the lattice. Since the input vectors corresponding to two adjacent blocks in the image are likely to be correlated (i.e., expected to have high similarity), the codevectors associated with them are also likely to be associated with nodes those are close to each other on the lattice. Thus, if the codevector for an input vector corresponds to a node c on the lattice, then the codevector for an adjacent block is likely to be within a small neighborhood Nc of c. This property can be exploited to reduce codebook search time. So we define a search window size sh × sw and a quality threshold T . The image vectors to be quantized are prepared as described in Section IIA. For the first vector an exhaustive search is performed and the index in the form of (x1 , y1 ) pair is generated. For the subsequent k-th vector the search is performed among the nodes on the SOM lattice falling within the search window centered at the node (xk−1 , yk−1 )



(we call it the previous index). Due to topology preservation property of SOM and the characteristic similarity between neighboring image blocks, there is a high possibility of finding a good match within the window. If the best match within the window exceeds the threshold T , then the index (xk , yk ) of the corresponding node is accepted; otherwise, rest of the codebook is exhaustively searched to find the best match. Now (xk , yk ) becomes the previous index for k + 1th vector. Thus we can identify the full codebook generated by the SOM as the super codebook of FSVQ, the current states as the predecessor index (xk−1 , yk−1 ), and the state codebook as the set of codevectors within the SOM lattice window of size sh × sw centered at (xk−1 , yk−1 ). There are two issues to be taken care of. The first one concerns the case when the previous index is close to the boundary of the SOM lattice and the window cannot be centered at it. In such a case, we align the edge of the window with the edge of the lattice. The second issue relates to the image blocks at the beginning of a row of blocks, i.e., the blocks at the left edge of the image. Since the image blocks are encoded in a row-major fashion, for other blocks the previous index corresponds to the index for the immediate left block. For the leftmost blocks we use the indexes of the leftmost blocks in the previous row (i.e., the block at the top of current block) as the previous index. There is also a design issue regarding the choice of the window size as well as the quality threshold T . For a given threshold T , smaller window sizes will reduce the window search time, but the instances of derailment will be higher. Again, for a fixed window size, the higher the threshold, the more is the instances of derailment. It is difficult to predict theoretically a suitable choice of these parameters since that will require the knowledge about the distribution of the codebook vectors over the SOM lattice as well as the distribution of the image vectors being quantized. In the ‘Experimental results’ section we have presented some empirical studies regarding the choice of these parameters. Apart from facilitating fast codebook searching, the SOM based method has another advantage. Since the indexes are expressed in terms of 2-tuple values of lattice position and majority of the code indexes are found within a small neighborhood of the previous index, we can express the indexes as 2-tuple of offset values from the previous index. In such a scheme the values in majority of the index tuples are likely to be much smaller than tuples with absolute values. This feature can be exploited for efficient Huffman coding of the indexes. B. Transformation of the indexes for Huffman coding For a codebook generated with an m × n SOM the range of the components of indexes are 0 to m − 1 and 0 to n − 1 respectively. However, due to the topology preservation property, even without restricting the search, neighboring image blocks are mapped into nearby nodes in the SOM lattice. So instead of using the absolute values of the coordinates, if we express the index of a vector in terms of offsets from the previous index, i.e., (xok , yko ) = (xk − xk−1 , yk − yk−1 )
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Fig. 1. Grouped histogram of the index offsets for exhaustive search vector quantization of the Lena image



then xok and yko are more likely to have small values. Figure 1 depicts the grouped (x and y values) histograms of the index components expressed as offset values for 512 × 512 Lena image for a VQ using 32 × 32 SOM with 8 × 8 blocks (i.e., 64 dimensional vectors) employing exhaustive search. For restricted search the distribution is expected to have even sharper peak around 0. Clearly coding of indexes in terms of offset values will allow us to perform efficient Huffman coding. However, using offset values stretches the range of index component values from −(m − 1) to (m − 1) and from −(n − 1) to (n − 1) respectively. Hence, we need more code words. We can restrict the range of component values of the offset (xok , yko ) values within 0 to (m − 1) or (n − 1), whichever is greater, if the index values are further transformed into   (xok , yko ) as follows: • • • •



Fig. 2. Histogram of the transformed offset values for exhaustive search vector quantization of the Lena image



IV. E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS In our experiments we have trained a 32 × 32 SOM with training vectors generated from a composite of sixteen 256 level images each of size 256 × 256. The block size used is 8 × 8. Thus the vectors are in 64 dimension and the basic codebook size is 1024. Here we report the test results with three 512 × 512 images Lena, Barbara and Boat. The experimental setup for the results reported here are as follows: • The search window is set to 8 × 8. • The quality threshold T is set at 30 dB PSNR (over a block).







If xok ≥ 0 then xok = xok  Otherwise xok = xok + m  If yko ≥ 0 then yko = yko  Otherwise yko = yko + n



Figure 2 depicts the histogram corresponding to the transformed offsets for the Lena image (corresponding to the index offsets shown in figure 1). The decoder computes the index values (xk , yk ) from   (xok , yko ) as follows: • • • •











If xok ≤ (m − xk−1 ) then xk = xk−1 + xok  Otherwise, xk = xk−1 + (xok − m)   If yko ≤ (n − yk−1 ) then yk = yk−1 + yko  Otherwise, yk = yk−1 + (yko − n)



(a)



(b)



Fig. 3. Reconstructed Lena images. (a) Exhaustive search, (b) Proposed method



In our scheme we are using mean-removed vectors. Thus we need to store/transmit the block average corresponding to each index. An average value can be rounded off to the nearest integer and encoded with a byte value. However, in images substantial correlation exists among the average gray value of the neighboring blocks. So the difference of the average values between neighboring blocks is usually very small. To exploit the feature for efficient Huffman coding, a difference coding scheme of the block averages is developed in [6]. Here we use the scheme for to achieve further compression.



In Table I the search complexity is expressed in terms of the number of codevectors examined during the search procedure. For the exhaustive search, for 4096 blocks in a test image the number of codevectors examined is 4096*1024 = 4194304. For the proposed method the complexity is also expressed as percentage of the number of codevectors examined with respect to the exhaustive search (shown in parenthesis). It is evident from the results that compared to the exhaustive search, the proposed method substantially decreases the search time without any significant sacrifice in the reproduction quality. The method nearly halves the search complexities with negligible decrease in PSNR values for all the images. The compression ratios reported here are the final
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TABLE I C OMPARISON OF VQ WITH EXHAUSTIVE SEARCH AND RESTRICTED SEARCHES (S TRATEGIES 1,2 AND THE COMBINED METHOD ). Image



Search method Exhaustive Proposed method Exhaustive Proposed method Exhaustive Proposed method



Lena Barbara



No. of Distance calculations 4194304 1993984 (47.5%) 4194304 2710144 (64.6%) 4194304 2348224 (56.0%)
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Boat



PSNR (dB) 28.95 28.82 24.37 24.34 26.97 26.93
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Fig. 4. (a) Variation of number of distance calculation with search window size and quality threshold for quantizing Lena image. (b) Variation of reproduction quality (Measured in PSNR) with search window size and quality threshold for quantizing Lena image.



value with Huffman coding of the transformed index offsets and the difference coded block averages. Figure 3 shows the reproduced Lena image quantized using exhaustive search VQ (a) and the proposed method (b). As mentioned earlier, for the design of the encoder, the choice of the search window size sh × sw and the quality threshold T play an important role. We have conducted an empirical study by designing the VQ with various choices of the search window sizes and quality thresholds, and collected the statistics for quantizing the Lena image. In Figure 4(a) the variation in number of distance calculations for different window sizes and quality thresholds are depicted. It can be observed that for both increase of window size as well as threshold value, the distance computation increases. However, the variation is much less with respect to threshold value compared to the variation with window size. This clearly indicates the strong possibility of finding a good match within a small window. In Figure 4(b) the variation of the reproduction quality is presented. Here it is evident that the quality threshold has more influence on the reproduction quality than the window size. V. C ONCLUSION SOM is usually used as a clustering algorithm for designing VQs. In this work, apart from utilizing the clustering property we exploited the other notable property



of topology preservation to formulate an encoding method with reduced search complexity. The method exploited the topology preservation property by restricting the codebook search to a small window. This strategy is designed in line with the finite state VQs without explicit calculation of state codebooks. However, exhaustive search of the codebook is performed for re-initializations of the encoder. The use of SOM and restricted search combined with suitable transformations of index values and block averages enabled us to apply Huffman encoding to enhance the compression ratio without compromising reproduction quality. Choice of two design parameters, “the search window size” and the “quality threshold” influence the computational load of the encoder significantly. However, our empirical study shows that the rate of increase in computational load with increase of quality threshold for a fixed window size is much greater than that when the threshold is kept constant and window size is increased. This indicates that if a match satisfying certain threshold is to be found within the search window, more often than not it is found within a small neighborhood of the previous index. Thus this finding also indicate the suitability of SOM-based method codebook search proposed in this work. The efficiency of the proposed method can be greatly enhanced if the instances of exhaustive search are avoided. This issue is currently under investigation. Though we have reported here the application
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